Spy Glasses Camera / DVR - HD
These spectacles feature a discreet spy camera and
built in DVR producing high definition 1080p quality
footage. Simple to operate and suitable for both sexes,
these spy glasses are perfect for face to face body
worn video surveillance.

Product Code: GLA5

£145.00 (exc. VAT)

£174.00 (inc. VAT)

The Spy Glasses Camera with built in DVR are designed to be worn to
capture video footage of the subject matter in 1080p high definition. The
spectacles design is lightweight and of a modern style that can be worn
by both male and female users.
When conducting video surveillance on-the-move the ideal spy tool is
something that can be completely discreetly worn on the person and
can operate â&#128;&#152;hands-freeâ&#128;&#153;. To achieve this
the camera system needs to be incorporated into an everyday item.
This is where the Spy Glasses Camera system scores very highly
because the pinhole camera will always be pointed toward where the
wearer is looking.

More About Our Spy Glasses Camera / DVR HD
The glasses are fairly lightweight and although they are of a heavier
framed design, they still are very discreet. The high definition spy
camera is located in the centre of the nose bridge facing forwards. The
DVR has a 8GB internal memory built into the arms and the device also
records audio in conjunction with the HD video footage. The body worn
spy camera system is very easy to use, so getting video recording
started is a matter of using a single switch to start/stop, set video
recording or taking a still photo. The device has an inbuilt rechargeable
lithium battery that can be recharged from a USB connection. The
glasses are supplied with a glass cleaning cloth and USB charging
cable which can also be used to transfer the files onto a computer and a
USB mains charger plug. A straight recording time of up to 75 minutes
is achievable after a full

Features
Unisex glasses with inbuilt spy
camera and recording system
Very discreet ‘no hole’ camera
design and slimline glasses frame
Changeable polarized glass lenses
– fit with prescription lenses if
required
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology
Designed to take HD video with
audio and still images
Video Resolution: 1920 x 1080 @
30 fps
Photo Resolution: 2560 x 1920
Pixels
Camera Sensor: 5 Megapixels
CMOS
Field
of
view
angle
(video/photographing) 65 degrees
wide
Video / Audio Codec: Video:
MPEG Audio: PCM
Video / Photo File Format:
Video:AVI , Photo: JPEG
Battery:
Lithium
260mAh
–
providing up to 75 minutes use
after full charge
Internal Storage: Standard flash
memory is 8GB – Upgradable to
32GB if required (cost option)
Compatible with Windows and Mac
operating systems
Supplied in carry case with USB
Charge/offload lead, UK mains
adapter, lens cloth and instructions
ideal for use by Mystery Shoppers
and Private Detectives

Please note that more information available online.
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